STANDING DESK CONVERTER-CLAMP
UDA100-clamp

For technical questions and support call 1-800-349-3839 or visit our chat service
www.upliftdesk.com

**CAPABILITIES**
- **Height Range** .................. 16.7”
- **Adjustment Type** ................. Pneumatic
- **Weight** ............................ 60 lbs
- **Weight Capacity** ................. 28.6 lbs
- **Color** ............................. Black or White Finish
- **Warranty** .......................... 2 years

**FEATURES**
- Pneumatic adjustment does not require an electric outlet
- Converts any surface into a height adjustable workstation
- Counterbalances to support the weight of your equipment
- Palm rest included
- Clamp mount allows attached keyboard tray to lower below desk surface for ideal ergonomic typing position whether sitting or standing

**DEPTH IN LOWEST POSITION**
- Minimum clamp 0.4”
- Maximum clamp 3”
- Depth in lowest position 30.9” (max)

**HEIGHT FROM DESKTOP IN LOWEST POSITION**
- 5.5”

**SIDE VIEW**
- Height (from desktop) in highest position 22.2”
- Depth in lowest position 42.5” (max)

In the lowest position, keyboard tray hangs .5” below desktop surface with the short connector.

In the lowest position, keyboard tray hangs 3.2” below desktop surface with the long connector.
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